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At its second session the Executive Board reeoHved that the 

Director-General shoulds 

1 Circulate to members a questionnaire asking for "information 

specifying any deficiencies in supplies of foreign medical 

literature
1

'
 9 

2 "Requect information on the extent to which the UNESCO 

International Clearing House for Publications is concerned with 

. medical literature
4

, and 

3 Obtain information on the use of microfilms in facilitating 

the availability of medical literature". 
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Copies of these resolutions were sent by the Director-General to the 

Director-General of UNESCO. 

In a reply dated 30 December 1948^ the Director-General of UNESCO 

enclosed a memorandum prepared by the UNSSCO Clearing House for 

Publications, in which it is stated thatj 

"The majority of publications exchanged through the Clearing 

House were publications in the field of science, and in particular 

in the field of medical 

The memorandum also refers to a special arrangement with the 

Medical Library Association of the USA by which American medical 

libraries offer through the Clearing House copies of their surplus 

publications to other medical libraries throughout the world
e
 In the 

opinion of UNESCO^ it would greatly frustrate the present work of the 

UNESCO Clearing House
4

 if other specialized agencies were to circulate 

a questionnaire on needs for medical literature， as this activity has 

already been undertaken by UNESCO. 

Attention is also drawn to the fact that UNESCO allocated during 1948 

1 Off. Rec. World Hlth Org. 14^ p. 25 
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forty-eight microfilm readers to institutions in member states, and in 

three countries complote microfilm laboratories have been established to 

act. as centres to serve all institutions in the countries conccrnod, 

including medical libraries, The Clearing House is also in contact with 

the Central Medical Library Bureau of the Royal Society of Medicine and 

the Army Medical Library in Washington in regard to,the supply of, 

microfilm copies and readers. The UNESCO book coupon scheme, which 

facilitates the purchase by soft-currency countries of books published 

in hard-currency countries, is available for the purchase of medical 

works, and discussions were recently held in Paris with UNESCO on the 

possibility of utilising the UNESCO book token scheme, or a similar WHO 

scheme, for the supply of medical literature to governments. 

In view of the activities already undertaken by UNESCO in this 

field, the following rescluticn is submitted to the Board foi." i^e оопяййэавЬЬп 

The Executive Board 

WITHDRAWS its requasts to tho Director-General, made at its 

second session^ to circulâtс a questionnaire to Members on 

deficiencies in their supplies of medical literature and to 

obtain information on tho uso of microfilm in facilitating 

the availability of medical literature 

REQUESTS the Director-Gencral to pursue discussions with UNESCO 

with a view to determining what further action can usefully be 

taken by ШЮ in improving eupplies of medical literature without 

duplication of UNESCO's work. 
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